Please complete at least 5 of these activities. Bring your work in weekly to share with your teacher/ class.
Home Learning Year 1
Imagine you are an explorer sailing a boat,
like Christopher Columbus. You land on an
island and discover a new country. Draw a
picture of the island then add labels.

You are an explorer on a boat. Draw a
flag which must include 4 different 2D
shapes. Under your flag list the shapes
you have chosen - try to spell them
correctly!

Find a story where the characters go on an
adventure, go exploring or go on a journey.
Write a question you would like to ask the
main character. Remember to include a
question mark.

Design and make your own 3D model of
a rocket.
We will need to see a design sheet
with labels for your rocket. You can
take a photo and stick it in your Home
Learning Journal for us to see.

Go on a family adventure and explore
a new outdoor place. You may draw a
picture, take a photograph or write a
report about where you went, what
you saw, what you found and what you
experienced.

What’s it like
to be an explorer?
Home Learning

You are going on a journey into Space
or around the world. What would you
pack in your suitcase? Remember to
include adjectives e.g blue jumper.

Imagine you are an astronaut like Neil
Armstrong, going up into Space. You look
out of your rocket window, what do you
see?
Write a short diary entry explaining your
trip to space. Write in the first person.

Find a photograph of Neil Armstrong
or Christopher Columbus. Can you
draw in pencil your own portrait of
just their face? Remember to think
about positioning of their features
and then shade it using
pencil.

